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Transition to retirement strategies – 
impact of the 2006 Federal Budget

By Kate McKinna  Technical Services Manager, AXA

The substitution of employment income, which has been salary sacrificed 
into super, with pension income, is a strategy that has received significant 
attention following the introduction of the transition to retirement rules. 

In this article, we explore the strategy in detail, with reference to a case study 
to illustrate the potential tax implications. The impacts as a result of the Federal 
Budget are also considered.

TransiTion To reTiremenT
The transition to retirement rules allow individuals who have reached their 
preservation age to access their superannuation in the form of a non-commutable 
income stream. These rules came into effect on 1 July 2005. 

The concept of an individual remaining in the workforce full-time, salary 
sacrificing a large component of employment income to super, and commencing 
a non-commutable pension was not an intended outcome of the transition to 
retirement rules. The policy intention behind the transition to retirement rules 
was to allow mature age workers to transition to retirement by reducing their 
work hours and to supplement reduced employment income with pension income. 
However, as there is no requirement for a reduction in work hours to commence 
a non-commutable pension, the above strategy can legitimately be utilised by 
clients who remain in full-time employment.

Tax benefiTs
Why would a client seek to commence a non-commutable income stream to 
enable employment income to be salary sacrificed into super? Primarily, for the 
tax benefits, ie:

❚  the pension portfolio will generate tax free investment earnings, which would 
otherwise be taxed at up to 15 per cent in accumulation phase;

❚  the tax saving on the employment income that is salary sacrificed;

❚  a deductible (tax–free) amount may be available on the pension income; and

❚  taxable pension income is generally eligible for a 15 per cent tax offset, whereas 
salary and wages income is fully taxable.
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Generally speaking, most clients who are over age 55 and in 
ongoing employment will benefit from using this strategy.

In a media release on 17 November 2005, the Commissioner of 
Taxation confirmed that the general anti-avoidance provisions 
in Part IVA of the Tax Act would not apply where a person was 
commencing a non-commutable pension and making salary 
sacrifice contributions to super. Prior to this announcement, 
there was widespread concern in the financial planning 
industry that the ATO would seek to attack the strategy as tax 
avoidance, particularly where a client had not reduced their 
work hours. However, these concerns have now been reduced 
following the Commissioner’s comments.

Case sTudy 
Doug, aged 55, earns a salary of $90,000 per annum and has 
$450,000 in superannuation (all post ‘1983). He commences a 
non-commutable allocated pension (NCAP) on 1 July 2007. 
Doug salary sacrifices all surplus income into superannuation, 
with the result that his after-tax income does not change as a 
result of commencing the NCAP (ie the strategy is cash flow 
neutral).

Maximum pension
Assuming Doug receives the maximum pension of $45,000, 
his after-tax income will not change if he also salary sacrifices 
$57,393 into super.

Note that the NCAP scenario produces the same net income 
as the original position, with no additional investment risk, 
while generating significant tax savings.

The assumptions made in the projections are:

❚  2006/07 tax rates apply in each year

❚  salary is constant for each year of the projection

❚  all contributions and pension payments are made monthly

❚  no eligible termination payments or pensions have 
previously been received

❚  no other income is received

❚  Medicare levy surcharge does not apply

❚  Super Guarantee contributions are based on 9 per cent of 
gross salary

❚  nominal rate of return (net of management fees for growth 
portfolio) is 6.4 per cent per annum (super), 7.3 per cent 
per annum (pension)

❚  changes proposed in the 2006 Federal Budget have been 
incorporated in the projection.

In future years, due to changes in the allocated pension 
payable, the amount of the salary sacrifice will be adjusted to 
ensure that Doug maintains the same net after-tax income he 
would otherwise have received without the NCAP and salary 
sacrifice strategy.

After 10 years, Doug is estimated to have an additional 
$143,316 in super as result of the strategy. This is solely due to 
the tax benefits that the strategy provides.

Minimum pension
Assuming Doug receives the minimum pension of $18,000, his 
after-tax income will be unchanged if he also salary sacrifices 
$22,615 into super. After 10 years, Doug is estimated to have 
an additional $122,611 in super as result of the strategy.

Optimising the pension amount
In Doug’s case, the maximum pension provides the best 
outcome, because it allows a greater amount of salary to be 
converted into pension income, which attracts a 15 per cent 
tax offset. However, in some cases, a minimum pension can 
provide a better outcome. This may be due to the impact of 
earnings compounding on the tax–free pension account, which 
sustains a higher balance for a longer period in the minimum 
pension scenario.

It is therefore recommended that full modelling is conducted 
to determine the optimal pension amount for the specified 
period. In some cases, the gain from the maximum pension 

  With NCAP and  
 Current position salary sacrifice

Gross	salary	 90,000	 90,000

Salary	sacrifice		 0	 (57,393)	
super	contribution

Cash	salary	 90,000	 32,607

Allocated	pension	 0	 45,000

Taxable	income	 90,000	 77,607

Gross	PAYG	tax	 (23,850)	 (18,893)

Mature	age	worker	tax	offset		 0	 500

15%	pension	tax	offset	 0	 6,750

Medicare	levy	 (1,350)	 (1,164)

Net	tax	and	Medicare	levy	 (25,200)	 (12,807)

Net cash after tax 64,800 64,800

  With NCAP and  
 Current position salary sacrifice

Gross	salary	 90,000	 90,000

Salary	sacrifice		 0	 (22,615)	
super	contribution

Cash	salary	 90,000	 67,385

Allocated	pension	 0	 18,000

Taxable	income	 90,000	 85,385

Gross	PAYG	tax	 (23,850)	 (22,004)

Mature	age	worker	tax	offset	 0	 0

15%	pension	tax	offset	 0	 2,700

Medicare	levy	 (1,350)	 (1,281)

Net	tax	and	Medicare	levy	 (25,200)	 (20,585)

Net cash after tax 64,800 64,800

TAble 1.  WiTh MAxiMuM PeNsioN TAble 2.  WiTh MiNiMuM PeNsioN
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could be further enhanced where the additional super monies 
from salary sacrifice contributions are used to commence new 
pensions. This approach maximises the funds in the tax free 
pension environment. It would, however, require the client to 
have multiple NCAP accounts.

Self-employed clients 
Many self-employed clients will benefit from the strategy 
involving the substitution of business income, which has been 
contributed to super as a tax-deductible contribution, with 
pension income. In 2006/07, the overall gain from this strategy 
will be less than for an employed client with the same level of 
income and superannuation balance. This is because a self-
employed person is only entitled to a tax deduction for 75 per 
cent of their personal contributions above $5,000 per annum 
(up to the age-based maximum deductible limit), whereas 
salary sacrifice contributions made on behalf of an employee 
are fully deductible up to the person’s age-based limit. 

Prior to the implementation of the Budget proposals, the main 
benefit of the strategy for a self-employed client will be the 
ability to shelter monies in the NCAP from the 15 per cent 
tax on investment earnings. Accordingly, the higher a self-
employed client’s super balance, the more likely they are to 
derive a benefit from the strategy.

From 1 July 2007, contributions made by self-employed persons 
will be fully deductible. This means that, for a self-employed 
person using this strategy, the benefit should be identical to 
that achieved for a salary/wage earner. 

oTher impaCTs following The 2006 
federal budgeT 
Limit on concessionally-taxed contributions
As salary sacrifice contributions cannot exceed the value of the 
salary package, there is effectively a constraint on the amount 
that can be invested in the NCAP (to ensure the strategy is 
cash flow neutral). 

In 2006/07, total salary sacrifice (and Super Guarantee) 
contributions cannot exceed the age-based maximum 
deduction limit of $105,113. In later years, the cap on 

concessionally-taxed contributions will continue to limit the 
extent to which salary sacrifice contributions can be made. 
For a person aged over 55, a transitional cap of $100,000 will 
apply from 2007/08 to 2011/12. After that period, the cap will 
reduce to $50,000 (indexed) per annum.

Calculation of the tax-free amount of a pension
From 1 July 2007, the pre-July ‘1983 component will be included 
along with non-concessional (undeducted contributions), 
the post ’1994 invalidity component and the CGT-exempt 
component in calculating the tax free component of a 
pension. Any pension payments will be treated as being drawn 
proportionally from the tax free and taxable components. 
This will generally be advantageous to recipients who have  
pre-’1983 service as this component is not presently included 
in the calculation of the deductible (tax–free) amount of a 
pension. It will be relevant only for pensioners aged between 
55 and 59.

Maximum pension income
From 1 July 2007, the maximum annual income for an NCAP 
will be limited to 10 per cent of the account balance. For an 
allocated pension commenced on or after 1 January 2006, the 
maximum annual income is between 8.7 per cent (at age 55) 
and 9.9 per cent (at age 64). This means that the new maximum 
income is slightly higher than the amount permitted prior to 
1 July 2007. 

Tax-free pension income
From 1 July 2007, all pension payments from a taxed source 
will be tax–free when paid to individuals aged 60 or over. This 
will increase the attractiveness of the transition to retirement 
strategy even further. 

Abolition of RBLs
Prior to 1 July 2007, it is necessary to consider RBL implications 
when implementing a transition to retirement strategy. The 
abolition of RBLs from 1 July 2007 will mean that excessive 
benefits are no longer a consideration.
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Summary of Federal Budget impacts
Apart from the caps on concessionally-taxed contributions, 
the initiatives proposed in the 2006 Federal Budget are likely 
to have a positive impact on the transition to retirement 
strategy.

It is expected that the use of the strategy will become even 
more popular, with clients who are likely to benefit from the 
strategy including those who:

❚  are between preservation age (currently age 55) and 65. 
Note that clients who undertake the strategy can continue 
to do so after turning 65, but will have the added advantage 
of the pension becoming fully commutable;

❚  are employed or self-employed;

❚  do not already receive contributions to their maximum 
deductible limit; and

❚  have a reasonable superannuation balance in an 
accumulation fund.  

Other points to consider
❚  Utilising non-concessional (undeducted) contributions 

to commence the NCAP will increase the gain from the 
strategy due to the deductible (tax–free) amount of the 
pension decreasing the personal tax liability, leaving more 
funds available to contribute to super. Making a non-
concessional contribution from an asset sale could therefore 
enhance the strategy.

❚  It should be confirmed whether that Super Guarantee 
contributions will continue to be based on gross salary 
before salary sacrifice contributions are taken into 
account.

❚  Where both spouses are using the NCAP and salary 
sacrifice strategy, the lower income spouse could consider 
reducing salary sacrifice contributions to allow the higher 
income spouse to increase salary sacrifice contributions, as 
this may lower their combined tax liability, assuming they 
are subject to different marginal tax rates.

Note:	This	article	is	based	on	our	interpretation	of	information	available	at	the	time	of	publication	(March	2007)	and	has	been	prepared	to	provide	you	with	general	information	only.	It	is	not	intended	to	take	the	place	of											
										professional	advice	and	you	should	not	take	action	on	specific	issues	in	reliance	on	this	information.


